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3.2 ANIMATION: 
Animation TRANSITIONS 

0 Swipe left transition

0 Swipe up transition

0 Text fade transition

8 Chopper transition
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To move between frames, the display banners use a suite of four transitions. 
Which transition you should use is dependent on the differences between the 
frames you are moving between. 
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The two swipe transitions are animated to emulate 
the familiar movement of swipe scrolling on 
hand-held devices. The current frame moves out 
quickly while the ensuing frame decelerates as it 
comes to a leisurely stop . 

• 
Use the swipe left transition when there are minimal 
similarities between frames. It's most commonly used 
to go from initial image and headline frames, to 
text-only subheading frames. 

• 
The swipe up transition only looks optimum when the 
two frames share the same background and 
expression bar colours . 

• 
Use this transition if an element of text or imagery is 
present on consecutive frames. Never use a swipe if 
the transition will take an element off screen only to 
bring it back with the next frame . 

• 
The chopper transition is reserved exclusively to go 
to the summary frame. No other transition should be 
used to end on. The summary frame background is 
always Westpac red, and the chopper transition will 
not work going to any other colour. 

Full opacity accent red version to be used for digital.
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